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Place a coin on the slot above and
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Of course,
it delivers much

m

re

Value for money.

This is a glimpse into one such company,

Sometimes you don’t find it where you most expect -

into the other side of the coin, so to

big corporations. Just ask their clients. They will talk

speak. Something sure to give your

of lower interest levels if the order is not large enough.

project a lift.

Or of delayed response to service requests. So, big
names are no guarantee of value. On the other hand,
smaller companies with fire in their belly surprisingly
deliver big.
surprising value

Advantages you can

c

unt
Express Lifts give you more.
Choice of a wide range of traction, hydraulic and
special-purpose elevators. Expertise developed over
many years of executing and managing large, trafficintensive installations. Cost-efficiency from innovative
technologies,

pre-installation

studies,

feedback

mechanisms and streamlined workflows. And assurance of a robust dealer and technical service
network, especially across western India.
So, plot your grand vision. Because, however
complex the project demand, you will find that we
measure up.

surprising value

on

Our only one product:

satisfacti

n

Our work philosophy?
Deliver delight. Something you tend to experience with
us because of many things. Our commercial and
production ‘heart’ at Ahmedabad in Gujarat, the
business capital of India. Our robust ‘backbone’ of
components suppliers and vendors, known for their
ability to deliver on specifications, quality and time. Our
well-developed ‘muscle’ of dealers, selected for their
established market strengths. And our skilled ‘hands,’
our sales and technical guys.
You see, we are an enthusiastic ‘body’ of people looking
to surprise you. And fill your life with smiles.

surprising value

We make buildings

lo

k

better

Buildings need to outshine others.
Dazzle and captivate the eyes. Possess the oomph to
make it inviting. Like its elevation, the first point of
eye-contact. However, once the visitor is inside the
premises, it is the elevator which either reinforces or
lets down the first impression. Time spent in it is idle
enough for people to look around and form opinions.
So, give them importance in your plans. Install greatlooking elevators. And give buildings what they need
– distinct style.

surprising value

technol

gy:

only the best is good enough.
Technology is the key.
The substance behind the style. So, we go for the
best. Be it traction or hydraulic elevators. Our
traction elevators have pulleys and parts designed
for the smoothest operations. Hydraulic elevators
have

internal

components

by

well-known

European manufacturers for the greatest safety,
speed and power. User interface devices like
operating panels score high on user-friendliness
and looks.
When it comes to technologies that wow, we do the
one thing we know – push it.

surprising value

Get a

welc

me

change

Did it hit you?
The refreshing smell of the different. The small company with
a big heart. Advantages that deliver just what you want.
Individual attention. Quality service. In-depth expertise.
Wide-ranging experience. Strong market presence. Innovative
technology. All at rates that make our products great value
for money.
If all this got you charged up, take the next step. Call us. Ask
for our catalogue. Fix an appointment. Or, simply drop in an
email.
At Express Lifts, any response of yours is valuable. Know what
we say to it? You guessed it - you are welcome!
Call us: +91-79-2642 0061, Mail us: info@expresslift.co.in,
Visit us: www.expresslift.co.in
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